adidas by Stella McCartney Bras: No movement goes unsupported

Feel supported no matter how you choose to move in the latest adidas by Stella McCartney Bra
range.
Whether for low-impact movement, such as barre and yoga, or intense sports sessions, like
running and spinning, the Spring/Summer 2018 collection has you - and your 2018 workouts covered.
The piece: Seamless Bra
Offers: Light support
Great for: Low-impact activities, such as yoga, pilates and barre
Details: Designed for ultimate comfort thanks to a seamless construction, the soft Climalite yarns
of this light support bra keeps you dry and focused on your posture. Featuring a racer front and
cut out back, a breathable open mesh structure and a ribbed waistband, relax into the flow of
your discipline and allow the Seamless Bra to see you from plie through to namaste.
The piece: Stronger For It
Offers: High support
Great for: High-impact activities, such as running and tennis
Details: Engineered with breathable and highly supportive power mesh and ultra-cooling
ClimaCool technology, stay on top of your game in this tight-fit, racer back bra. Featuring a onepiece padded and moulded cup to create its feminine shape and clean finish, the extra sturdy
bonding construction ensures ultimate stability and bounce reduction, while the exposed logo
elastic, strap adjuster and back closer keep you supported in the toughest of sessions.
The piece: HIIT Bra
Offers: Medium support
Great for: Fast-paced activities, such as spinning, boxing and HIIT classes
Details: Built with soft Climalite jersey combined with breathable and supportive power mesh and
additional comfy mesh inside. Designed to allow for sideward rotations, the HIIT Bra features
integrated pads, feminine front and racer back, in addition to a cut out back and an exposed logo
elastic. Make the most of each class and push the tempo in this tight-fit garment.

The piece: Essential Bra
Offers: Medium support
Great for: Every day gym sessions; a go-to daily essential
Details: Designed with removable pads, exposed elastic and a high front and racer back
construction, the Essential Bra is ideal for everyday activities. Offering medium support, the bra
features soft recycled Climalite jersey mixed with breathable and supportive power mesh.

See the full SS18 collection here:
www.adidas.co.uk/adidas_by_stella_mccartney
@adidaswomen #aSMC

